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		On the Internet, popularity is swift and fleeting. A mention of your website on a popular
	
		blog can bring 300,000 potential customers your way at once, all expecting to find out
	
		who you are and what you have to offer. But if you’re a small company just starting
	
		out, your hardware and software aren’t likely to be able to handle that kind of traffic.
	
		Chances are, you’ve sensibly built your site to handle the 30,000 visits per hour you’re
	
		actually expecting in your first 6 months. Under heavy load, such a system would be
	
		incapable of showing even your company logo to the 270,000 others that showed up
	
		to look around. And those potential customers are not likely to come back after the
	
		traffic has subsided.
	


	
		The answer is not to spend time and money building a system to serve millions of visitors
	
		on the first day, when those same systems are only expected to serve mere thousands
	
		per day for the subsequent months. If you delay your launch to build big, you miss the
	
		opportunity to improve your product by using feedback from your customers. Building
	
		big before allowing customers to use the product risks building something your customers
	
		don’t want.
	


	
		Small companies usually don’t have access to large systems of servers on day one. The
	
		best they can do is to build small and hope meltdowns don’t damage their reputation
	
		as they try to grow. The lucky ones find their audience, get another round of funding,
	
		and halt feature development to rebuild their product for larger capacity. The unlucky
	
		ones, well, don’t.
	


	
		But these days, there are other options. Large Internet companies such as Amazon.com,
	
		Google, and Microsoft are leasing parts of their high-capacity systems by using a payper-
	
		use model. Your website is served from those large systems, which are plenty capable
	
		of handling sudden surges in traffic and ongoing success. And since you pay only
	
		for what you use, there is no up-front investment that goes to waste when traffic is low.
	
		As your customer base grows, the costs grow proportionally.
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Building the Agile Enterprise: With SOA, BPM and MBM (The MK/OMG Press)Morgan Kaufmann, 2008
In the last ten years IT has brought fundamental changes to the way the world works. Not only has it increased the speed of operations and communications, but it has also undermined basic assumptions of traditional business models and increased the number of variables. Today, the survival of major corporations is challenged by a world-wide...
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Handbook of Preventive Interventions for AdultsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A complete and current overview of preventive interventions and programs for adults
More than at any time in our history, people are living longer. Yet, in many cases, individuals are beset by emotional, physical, and social problems that can erode their quality of life. Whether the issue is obesity, anxiety, or partner violence, all of these...
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Problem Solving MethodsSpringer, 2000

	Researchers in Artificial Intelligence have traditionally been classified into two
	categories: the “neaties” and the “scruffies”. According to the scruffies, the neaties
	concentrate on building elegant formal frameworks, whose properties are beautifully
	expressed by means of definitions, lemmas, and theorems, but...
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Security, Privacy and Trust in Modern Data Management (Data-Centric Systems and Applications)Springer, 2007
The vision of ubiquitous computing and ambient intelligence describes a world of technology which is present anywhere, anytime in the form of smart, sensible devices that communicate with each other and provide personalized services. However, associated with these benefits are concerns with respect to security issues. Open interconnected systems...
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HBase in ActionManning Publications, 2012

	
		I got my start with HBase in the fall of 2008. It was a young project then, released only in the preceding year. As early releases go, it was quite capable, although not without its fair share of embarrassing warts. Not bad for an Apache subproject with fewer than 10 active committers to its name! That was the height of the NoSQL...
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Success in Evolutionary Computation (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
Darwinian evolutionary theory is one of the most important theories in human history for it has equipped us with a valuable tool to understand the amazing world around us. There can be little surprise, therefore, that Evolutionary Computation (EC), inspired by natural evolution, has been so successful in providing high quality solutions in a large...
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